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Abstract This paper presents an experimental investi-
gation revisiting the anisotropic stress–strain–strength
behaviour of geomaterials in drained monotonic shear
using hollow cylinder apparatus. The test programme has
been designed to cover the effect of material anisotropy,
preshearing, material density and intermediate principal
stress on the behaviour of Leighton Buzzard sand.
Experiments have also been performed on glass beads to
understand the effect of particle shape. This paper
explains phenomenological observations based on
recently acquired understanding in micromechanics, with
attention focused on strength anisotropy and deformation
non-coaxiality, i.e. non-coincidence between the principal
stress direction and the principal strain rate direction. The
test results demonstrate that the effects of initial aniso-
tropy produced during sample preparation are significant.
The stress–strain–strength behaviour of the specimen
shows strong dependence on the principal stress direction.
Preloading history, material density and particle shape are
also found to be influential. In particular, it was found that
non-coaxiality is more significant in presheared speci-
mens. The observations on the strength anisotropy and
deformation non-coaxiality were explained based on the
stress–force–fabric relationship. It was observed that
intermediate principal stress parameter b(b = (r2 - r3)/
(r1 - r3)) has a significant effect on the non-coaxiality of
sand. The lower the b-value, the higher the degree of non-
coaxiality is induced. Visual inspection of shear band
formed at the end of HCA testing has also been presented.
The inclinations of the shear bands at different loading
directions can be predicted well by taking account of the
relative direction of the mobilized planes to the bedding
plane.
Keywords Anisotropy  Discrete elements  Laboratory
tests  Numerical models  Plasticity  Sand (soil type)
1 Introduction
Shear strength is a fundamental soil property used in
geotechnical design. Thus, it must be determined with
reasonable accuracy. However, the stress–strain–strength
behaviour of most sedimentary deposits is anisotropic. Soil
strength is generally lower when the direction of major
principal stress is farther away from the deposition direc-
tion. Hence, soil anisotropy has attracted long-lasting
interest of geotechnical researchers and practitioners.
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Arthur and Menzies [3] reviewed several early studies
on the soil anisotropy. They prepared samples in a tilting
mould to give different directions of sample deposition
with respect to the applied principal stress directions and
found the specimen produced by pouring through air in one
direction corresponded to a strength and prefailure stress–
strain anisotropy. Various laboratory testing devices have
been developed and applied to study soil anisotropy,
including plane strain apparatuses [e.g. 2, 48, 63, 69],
directional shear cells [46, 47, 50, 71], true triaxial appa-
ratuses [1, 3, 39, 44, 72] and hollow cylinder apparatuses
[e.g. 9, 21, 24, 32, 40, 43, 55, 59, 67, 75].
Amongst available apparatuses, the hollow cylinder
apparatus (HCA) that offers independent control of the
magnitudes of three principal stresses and the inclination of
the major–minor principal stress axes has become most
popular. Extensive phenomenological observations on soil
strength and loading path dependence have been made in
HCA [9, 21, 32, 40, 42, 75]. Clear evidence of material
deformation non-coaxiality, an interesting phenomenon
firstly reported by Roscoe et al. [53] as the non-coincidence
of the principal strain rate directions and the principal
stress directions, has been obtained from HCA testing [e.g.
9, 21, 75].
Although most sedimentary deposits are inherently
anisotropic due to their natural deposition in horizontal
layers, further anisotropy can be induced by the applied
stresses or strains, i.e. by stress history. Conceptually,
distinction between the two types of anisotropy (i.e.
inherent and induced anisotropy) was first made by
Casagrande and Carrillo [10] with the former being
caused by deposition process and the latter by stress
history. It is worth noting that several important studies
on induced anisotropy have been carried out in conven-
tional triaxial cells [e.g. 8, 13–17, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 31,
51, 52, 62, 68], even though in a conventional triaxial
testing only the normal and parallel orientations of the
major principal stresses relative to the axes of material
symmetry can be achieved. For instance, the effects of
drained triaxial compression on the position of yield
surface were investigated by Lade and Prabucki [31],
Poorooshasb et al. [51, 52], Tatsuoka and Ishihara [62].
On the other hand, the effects of stress history on the
liquefaction (or instability) behaviour of loose sands were
studied, for example, by Bobei et al. [8], Di Prisco et al.
[13], Doanh et al. [14–17], Gajo and Piffer [20], Ishihara
and Okada [25, 26], Vaid et al. [68]. In particular, the
experimental data obtained from various triaxial tests
revealed the important role of stress history on the
undrained behaviour of loose sands.
The effects of monotonic-drained compression pres-
hearing on the subsequent compression undrained shearing
were studied by Di Prisco et al. [13], Doanh et al. [14]. In
general, their experimental results indicate that the peak
stress ratio at the onset of deviatoric strain softening (or
instability), in subsequent undrained shearing, is highly
dependent on the effective stress ratio, g, applied in drained
preshearing. The higher the g at the end of drained pres-
hearing, the higher the peak g achieved in subsequent
undrained shearing in the same direction.
Gajo and Piffer [20] also studied the effect of drained
monotonic compression and extension preshearing on the
subsequent undrained behaviour in compression and
extension. They reported that the peak deviatoric resistance
in undrained shearing would be increased by preshearing in
the same direction but could be reduced by drained pres-
hearing in the opposite direction.
More recently, Doanh et al. have reported in the series
of their papers [15–17, 19, 22] that drained triaxial pres-
hearing contributes to progressive transformation of com-
pressive and unstable behaviour of loose Hostun sand into
dilative and stable behaviour, while remaining in loose
state.
Majority of the experimental studies discussed above
demonstrate that the undrained behaviour of sand is highly
dependent on the previous type of stress history. In general,
loose granular materials become less susceptible to lique-
faction because of preshearing. However, these studies are
limited to the analysis of undrained behaviour under
axisymmetric conditions. Studies on the effects of drained
preshearing on the subsequent drained shearing of sand, in
particular under principal stress rotation, are limited even
though most forms of geotechnical construction will
inevitably lead to the rotation of principal stress axes. In
such cases, it is not possible to determine the strength and
deformation characteristics of the soil using conventional
triaxial testing.
Based on laboratory observations, a number of advanced
constitutive models have been developed, e.g. bounding
surface plasticity model [33, 34, 73], yield vertex model
[64], double shearing model [76, 77] and yield vertex and
double shearing model [74]. A state parameter [6] has been
introduced in the models to quantify the effect of material
anisotropy, and often for simplicity, it is assumed that
material anisotropy remains unchanged during the process
of loading even though induced anisotropy has been
noticed as early as in 1940s [10].
During the past few decades, researchers have also been
exploring the micromechanics of soil anisotropy through
multi-scale investigations. It is now generally recognized
that the material anisotropy is originated from particle scale
as a consequence of particle spatial arrangement, also
known as the internal structure. Experimental techniques
including photo-elastic testing [46, 47, 49] and X-ray
computer tomography [7, 61] have been employed to
obtain particle-scale information. Computer simulations,
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mostly using discrete element methods (DEM) [12], have
been used as an alternative and powerful approach to
explore micromechanics along with experimental
developments.
The stress–force–fabric relationship [37, 38, 56] has also
been established as an analytical linkage between the
microscale observations and the continuum-scale material
behaviours. Based on the 2D DEM simulations presented
in Li and Yu [36], Li and Yu [38] explained the
micromechanisms of strength anisotropy and deformation
non-coaxiality using the established stress–force–fabric
(SSF) relationship [37] by focusing on fabric, force and
strength anisotropies and their evolutions during shearing.
These numerical and analytical advances improved the
understanding of the complicated behaviour exhibited by
granular materials, although idealization of particle shapes,
limitation of sample size and use of simplified contact
models are inevitable.
When studying fundamental behaviour of real geoma-
terials, the importance of laboratory testing should not be
underestimated. Micromechanically established theories
have to be carefully validated by laboratory testing before
applying them to problems involving real geomaterials. In
this research, a comprehensive experimental investigation
has been carried out in this study by means of HCA to
revisit the anisotropic behaviour of geomaterials.
This paper offers a wide range of experimental data and
evidence on soil behaviour under monotonic loading con-
ditions taking into account the effects of the inherent and
induced anisotropy, density and particle shape, stress his-
tory and combined influence of the rotation of principal
axes as well as the intermediate principal stress. The
experimental data on natural sand are particularly impor-
tant for development and refinement of advanced consti-
tutive models, while the tests on glass beads will have an
impact on specific numerical simulations at the particle-
scale level based on the discrete element modelling
(DEM). In addition to the phenomenological observations,
a great attention has been placed on applying recently
acquired micromechanical theories to understand the
strength anisotropy and deformation non-coaxiality
observed in real geomaterials.
2 Apparatus and test procedures
2.1 Hollow cylinder apparatus
In this study, the hollow cylinder apparatus, developed by
GDS (Geotechnical Digital Systems) Instruments Ltd, was
used. A schematic cross section of the GDS HCA is shown
in Fig. 1. The cell contains the hollow cylindrical specimen
with inner radius of 30 mm, outer radius of 50 mm and
height of 200 mm. The specimen is subjected to axial load
W, torque MT, inner cell pressure pi and outer cell pressure
po. The axial load and displacement are generated and
controlled by a high-power brush servomotor attached to
the base of the ball screw. Rotation of the principal stress
direction is achieved by means of second servomotor
attached to the splined shaft, which generates torque or
angular displacement as required. The outer pressure, the
inner pressure and the back pressure are controlled and/or
measured by three digital pressure/volume controllers
(DPVC) of 2 MPa/200 cc capacity. The axial load and the
torque are monitored by a submersible load/torque cell
attached rigidly to the cell top. The pore pressure is mea-
sured using an external pore pressure transducer connected
to the base pedestal. The axial displacement and the rota-
tion are measured by digital encoders mounted in the
actuator unit.
In monotonic shear, the application of axial load W,
torque MT, inner cell pressure pi and outer cell pressure po
enables the control of four stress components, axial stress
rz, radial stress rr, circumferential stress rh and shear
stress rhz, on an element in the wall of the hollow cylin-
drical specimen. The radial strain er, circumferential strain
eh and shear strain chz were measured indirectly from the
changes of inner and outer radii of the specimen. The
Fig. 1 Schematic cross section of the GDS hollow cylinder apparatus
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radius changes were computed from the changes of the
volume in the inner chamber and the specimen measured
by the two DPVCs. The stresses and strains are calculated
following the formulations of Hight et al. [24] as listed in
Table 4 in ‘Appendix’. The stress ratio g used in this paper
was defined as the ratio of deviatoric stress q to effective
mean stress p0.
All the tests were controlled by the user’s PC running
GDSLAB software. For the monotonic loading tests per-
formed in this study, two default control modules are
available: (1) HCA stress path loading (this module con-
trols the test by four parameters, p, q, b and a) and (2) HCA
strain path loading (this module provides independent lin-
ear control of p, axial displacement, b and a, where q is a
passive variable dependent on the applied axial displace-
ment). An option for a drained or undrained test is provided
for both control modules. It needs to be noted that, in the
HCA strain path loading mode, when a\ 45, specimens
were sheared in a compression mode, and when a[ 45,
specimens were sheared in an extension mode. However,
with a = 45, specimen was neither compressed nor
extended and the axial displacement was found to be in a
vanishingly small amounts. Therefore, such a loading path
was not included due to technical limitations of the testing
system to perform such tests in the deformation-controlled
mode.
HCA tests often suffer from the occurrence of stress non-
uniformities across the wall of the hollow cylindrical sample
as a consequence of specimen geometry, end restraints
during the application of torque and different internal and
external pressures. By a thorough review of numerous pre-
vious studies on the stress non-uniformities in hollow
cylinder specimens, Rolo [55] concluded that the most
severe cases of non-uniformities are confined to the space
where the difference between po and pi is large. In order to
minimize the sample non-uniformity, the experimental
program was designed in the limited range of the ratio
between the outer and inner cell pressures 0.9 B po/
pi B 1.2, as suggested by Hight et al. [24]. With regard to the
sample geometry, Rolo [55] suggested that for a given
diameter, increasing sample’s wall thickness increases the
level of non-uniformity. An aspect ratio of H (height)/OD
(outer diameter) C1.8 was suggested to provide end
restraint-free conditions. In the present study, this condition
was well satisfied with aspect ratio of H/OD = 2.0, and in
this respect, the non-uniformity is considered less signifi-
cant. HCA tests on granular soils are often carried out on
specimens enclosed between outer and inner rubber mem-
branes. Since thin rubber membranes have very low flexural
stiffness, the membrane penetration (MP) is caused mainly
by the intrusion of the membrane into the peripheral voids of
a granular specimen. In order to make a confident assess-
ment of actual volume changes and stress–strain behaviour
of saturated granular materials in this study, the membrane
penetration correction was determined in accordance with
the theoretical equations for the unit membrane penetration
proposed by Sivathayalan and Vaid [60].
2.2 Tested materials and sample preparation
Leighton Buzzard (Fraction B) sand and Ballotini glass
beads were tested in this study. Leighton Buzzard sand is
standard sand consisting mainly of sub-rounded quartz
particles with some carbonate materials. The Ballotini
glass beads are made of high-quality pure soda-lime glass.
The index properties of the two materials are summarized
in Table 1. Scanning electron micrographs of Leighton
Buzzard sand and Ballotini glass beads are shown in
Fig. 2a, b, respectively.
The water sedimentation method was used to prepare all
the samples. This method mimics natural depositional
environment satisfactorily and enables preparation of rel-
atively homogeneous reconstituted sand samples with
controlled density [70]. Denser specimens were compacted
to a uniform relative density by tapping the sides of the
outer mould. Water was supplied throughout this step to
push out the air from the sand. To ensure high saturation of
specimens, de-aired water was flushed throughout the
specimen. The specimen was left overnight with a back
pressure of 400 kPa and outer and inner cell pressures of
420 kPa. The specimen was considered satisfactorily sat-
urated when Skempton’s B-value was greater than 0.96.
The outer and inner cell pressures were then increased to
600 kPa with the constant back pressure of 400 kPa.
Hence, all the specimens were isotropically consolidated to
the effective confining pressure p0 = 200 kPa.
2.3 Experimental program
Each series of drained monotonic shear tests with various
loading directions carried out in this study is summarized
in Table 2. The first two series of tests were performed on
dense and medium dense Leighton Buzzard sand in order
to generate a basic understanding of the anisotropic
Table 1 Physical properties of Leighton Buzzard sand and Ballotini
glass beads
Property Leighton
Buzzard sand
Ballotini
glass beads
Mean grain size D50 (mm) 0.62 1.35
Effective grain size D10 (mm) 0.45 1.15
Uniformity coefficient Cu: D60/D10 1.56 1.18
Specific gravity Gs 2.65 2.50
Minimum void ratio emin 0.52 0.52
Maximum void ratio emax 0.79 0.68
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behaviour of granular geomaterials. All the samples in
Series 1 and 2 were sheared in a drained condition with
various principal stress directions, as shown in Fig. 3. The
results from these series of tests were used as a reference
for comparison with the other series of tests. The third
series of tests was performed on presheared sand specimens
in order to investigate the impact of preshearing on the
response of sand to subsequent loading. In this series of
tests, a presheared specimen was obtained by shearing the
isotropically consolidated specimen in the vertical direc-
tion (while maintaining b = 0.5 and p0 = 200 kPa) up to
the peak deviatoric stress (g = 1.2) and unloading it to a
stress state with deviatoric stress q = 20 kPa (see Fig. 4).
It was observed that at the peak stress, the volumetric
dilation of the specimen was less than 1 % and the
geometry of the specimen had no significant change based
on visual inspection. Therefore, the specimen could be
considered as uniform before reloading. The fourth series
of tests was performed on dense sand with various com-
binations of a and b. The emphasis of this test series was
placed on investigating the combined effects of principal
stress direction and the intermediate principal stress.
Finally, the fifth series of tests was performed on glass
beads in order to study the effect of particle shape on the
behaviour of granular materials. As shown in Table 2, each
series of tests is labelled in such a way that the first two
letters indicate the type of material and the third letter
indicates material density followed by investigated testing
parameters.
Figure 3 illustrates the stress paths for monotonic
loading tests with different inclinations of the major prin-
cipal stress (a = 0, 15, 30, 60, 75 and 90). During the
tests, monotonic loading was applied in HCA strain path
loading mode under drained conditions. To ensure full
discharge of water from the specimen, the axial strain was
increased at a slow rate of 0.05 %/min. In all the tests, the
value of the mean effective stress p0 and the intermediate
principal stress parameter b was maintained constant. It
needs to be noted that due to the limitations of the HCA,
the value of a cannot be accurately controlled at very low
levels of deviatoric stress. Therefore, in all the tests, a
deviatoric stress of 15 kPa was applied using HCA stress
path loading mode before the rotation of the major prin-
cipal stress direction was implemented. It should also be
pointed out that since the calculations of stresses and
Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrograph of a Leighton Buzzard friction
B sand and b Ballotini glass beads
Table 2 Initial conditions for monotonic shear tests
Test series Test no. Drc (%) ec a () b
Series 1: Dense sand LBD 76 0.58 0, 15, 30, 60, 75, 90 0.5
Series 2: Medium sand LBM 43 0.67 0.5
Series 3: Presheared sand LBD-PL 76 0.58 0.5
73 (after preshearing)
Series 4: Different b-values LBD-B00 76 0.58 0
LBD-B02 76 0.58 0.2
LBD-B10 76 0.58 1.0
Series 5: Ballotini glass beads GBD 90 0.54 0.5
Drc relative density after consolidation, ec void ratio after consolidation, a principal stress direction, b intermediate principal stress parameter
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strains in HCA testing are based on global measuring
system, the post-peak stress–strain curves could be subject
to considerable error due to severe changes in sample
thickness and curvature along the sample height.
Nonetheless, the post-peak stress–strain behaviour remains
very useful for qualitative assessment of soil behaviour and
thus is included in all the plots.
3 Results and discussions
3.1 Material anisotropy
3.1.1 Stress–strain behaviour
The first series of tests, performed on dense Leighton
Buzzard sand, is shown in Fig. 5a. The effect of anisotropy
produced during sample preparation is apparent in both
stress ratio and volumetric strain responses. For volumetric
strain shown in the figures, a positive value along the
vertical axis indicates contraction and the negative indi-
cates dilation.
It can be observed from Fig. 5a that the shear strength
reduces and the volumetric compressibility increases with
increasing values of a. The highest peak was obtained
when the major principal stress direction was vertical, and
it was reduced dramatically as the direction of the major
principal stress was changed from a = 30 to a = 60.
Similar observations have been reported by Arthur and
Menzies [3] in cubical triaxial tests on tilted samples, Oda
et al. [48] in plane strain tests, Arthur et al. [4] in direc-
tional shear cell tests, Cai et al. [9] and Yu et al. [75] in
HCA tests.
The impact of preshearing on the material response to
sub-sequential loading has been investigated by comparing
test results on samples with and without preshearing his-
tories as shown in Fig. 5a, b, respectively. Both fig-
ures demonstrate dependence of stress–strain behaviour on
the direction of principal stress axes a for monotonic shear
tests from test series LBD and LBD-PL, respectively.
It is clear that the preshearing history to the peak stress
has a noticeable effect on the subsequent stress–strain
response of sand. Larger initial contraction was observed at
a = 60, 75 and 90 for presheared specimens. The
dependence of Young’s secant modulus E50 (evaluated
Fig. 3 Stress paths for monotonic loading tests
Fig. 4 Designed stress paths in q–p0 stress space for preshearing tests
Fig. 5 Stress–strain behaviour at different loading directions for
dense sand: a non-presheared; b presheared
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between q = 15 kPa and q = qmax/2) on a for test with and
without a preshearing is compared in Fig. 6. As shown in
the figure, for both non-presheared and presheared speci-
mens, the stiffest response is seen for loading in the vertical
deposition direction when a = 0 and the strain response
becomes softer with increasing values of a. By comparing
the two curves, a significant reduction in initial stiffness
occurred when sand specimen experienced a preshearing
history to peak stress and the reduction is especially large
when a = 60, 75 and 90.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate a noticeably softer
response in stress–strain relationships, severer initial con-
traction and larger strains to reach the peak stress ratios for
all the loading directions obtained for the presheared
specimens. This observation is intriguing as it contradicts
recent findings reported in the literature [e.g. 8, 13–17, 20].
It should be pointed out, however, that the effects of
drained preshearing reported in the literature were inves-
tigated for loose granular materials under undrained con-
ditions, whereas the current study was carried out on
relatively dense sand under drained conditions. As a result,
the changes in void ratios induced by preshearing in the
current study were significantly smaller than those reported
in the literature. As a matter of fact, it can be seen from
Table 2 that the relative density of specimens reduced only
by 3 % during drained preshearing, which is not enough to
explain the difference in the mechanical behaviours of the
non-presheared and presheared specimens. Hence it can be
hypothesized that the peak effective stress ratio, g = 1.2,
imposed during drained preshearing, alters the behaviour of
subsequent loading via another role, more likely changing
the soil fabric as a result of stress-induced anisotropy. This
hypothesis is consistent with other research findings
reported in the literature [e.g. 8, 13–17, 20].
3.1.2 Strength anisotropy
Values of the peak stress ratio gp at different major prin-
cipal stress direction a obtained from test series LBD and
LBD-PL are compared in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7
that the variation of the peak stress ratios with principal
stress direction shows similar trend patterns for the two
series of tests. The highest peak stress ratio was obtained
when the major principal stress direction was parallel to the
deposition direction (i.e. a = 0), and the lowest value was
obtained at a = 60. The specimen strength reverted
slightly from a = 60 to 90. Similar observations are
reported by Miura et al. [41]. It is interesting to see that
despite significant difference in the stress–strain response
between the non-presheared and presheared specimens, the
values of the peak stress ratio measured at different loading
directions for the two specimens are almost the same.
Using 2D discrete element code PFC2D, Li and Yu [36]
prepared and tested anisotropic specimens consisting of
non-spherical particles under monotonic loading with dif-
ferent fixed strain increment directions. The particles were
formed by clumping two equal-sized discs together with
the distance between the disc centres equal to 1.5 times the
disc radius. In their simulations, an initially anisotropic
sample was prepared using a deposition method and a
presheared sample was obtained by shearing the initially
anisotropic specimen in the deposition direction to 25 %
axial strain and then unloading it to the isotropic stress
state. The prefailure stress ratio (corresponding to 2 % of
axial strain) with different loading directions obtained from
initially anisotropic samples and presheared samples was
analysed thoroughly by Li and Yu [36]. Their DEM sim-
ulations and the HCA test results from the current study
show a similar variation trend. The prefailure stress ratio
continues decreasing when the loading direction rotated
Fig. 6 Comparison of the secant modulus E50 obtained at different
loading directions between non-presheared sand and presheared sand
Fig. 7 Comparison of the peak stress ratio obtained at different
loading directions between non-presheared sand and presheared sand
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farther away from the vertical direction, and a slight
increase in the specimen strength is observed when
approaching loading in the horizontal direction (a = 90).
However, Li and Yu [36] observed a clear strength
reduction at each loading direction for the presheared
samples, which is different from the HCA results. The
reduction in the shear strength in Li and Yu’s DEM sim-
ulations could be due to the significant increase in the void
ratio of presheared samples (i.e. average increase of 11 %
from 0.20 to 0.22), which is much larger than that induced
by preshearing to peak stress in the laboratory HCA tests
(i.e. average increase of 2 % from 0.58 to 0.59).
3.1.3 Deformation non-coaxiality
The numerical study carried out by Li and Yu [36] shows
that a preloading history may have significant effects on the
anisotropic behaviour of granular materials to subsequent
loading. Similar results were observed in laboratory
experiments done by several researchers [58, 59, 71] with
the fixed principal stress direction. However, laboratory
investigation on the effect of preshearing on deformation
non-coaxiality of real geomaterials remains limited.
The major directions of stress and strain increment
obtained from test series LBD and LBD-PL are plotted
against the stress ratio in Fig. 8a, b, respectively. During
shearing, the direction of major principal stress a was fixed,
as indicated by solid lines in the figures. The calculated
strain increment directions are indicated by dashed lines
with open circle symbols. The strain increments of 0.05 %
were used to calculate the major strain increment direction
in all the tests. It needs to be noted that as elastic strain
increment only takes a much smaller portion of the total
strain increment compared to that of the plastic strain
increment [21], the total strain increment instead of the
plastic strain increment is used in the following analysis.
The results obtained from test series LBD and LBD-PL
supplement the observations made by Li and Yu [36]. The
degree of non-coaxiality observed in the tests conducted on
presheared specimens is significantly different from that
obtained from non-presheared specimens. Figure 8b shows
that significant non-coincidence between the stress and
strain increment directions was observed at a = 15, 30,
60 and 75. Similarly, in the 2D DEM simulations, it was
found that the degree of non-coaxiality was greatly
enlarged by the preshearing history to the prefailure stress
ratio [36]. It needs to be noted that in Li and Yu’s simu-
lation [36], loading was applied in a strain-controlled mode
with the principal strain direction fixed. However, by
comparing the results between stress-controlled and strain-
controlled monotonic loading tests, Li and Yu [36] pointed
out that loading mode does not significantly affect mea-
sured degree of non-coaxiality.
3.2 Micromechanical interpretation in aid
of the SFF relationship
3.2.1 A brief summary of the stress–force–fabric
relationship
DEM simulations provide not only the continuum-scale
observation on the stress–strain responses, but also the
detailed particle-scale information to enable in-depth
micromechanical investigations. It is now well recognized
that granular materials may form different internal struc-
tures during deposition history, which may go through
significant changes during shearing. Previous microme-
chanical investigations showed that the anisotropy in par-
ticle orientation is least sensitive to loading [35, 49].
However, during shearing, the contacts tend to concentrate
in the loading direction. The anisotropy in the contact
normal density has now been widely used as the fabric
descriptor when studying the loading-induced anisotropy.
The stress–force–fabric relationship originally proposed
by Rothenburg and Bathurst [56] offers analytical insight
Fig. 8 Stress and strain increment directions at different loading
directions for dense sand: a presheared sand; b non-presheared sand
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into the force-bearing capacity of granular materials. The
tensorial form developed by Li and Yu [38] is more con-
venient in the study of strength anisotropy and deformation
non-coaxiality. A brief summary is provided here for
completeness. The microstructural definition of the stress
tensor expresses the continuum-scale stress tensor rij as the
tensor product of contact forces f ci and contact vectors v
c
i :
rij ¼ 1
V
X
c2V
vci f
c
j ð1Þ
in which V stands for the volume of interest.
By examining the directional statistical features of
contact vectors, contact forces and their statistical depen-
dence, Li and Yu [37] demonstrated that the normalized
deviatoric stress tensor gij ¼ rijp  dij can be expressed as:
gij ¼
1
1 þ h G
f
ji þ Cvij
 
ð2Þ
where h is the product of anisotropic tensors and often of
limited magnitudes. This indicates the stress ratio and the
principal stress direction are determined by the fabric
anisotropic tensor Cvij and the force anisotropic tensor G
f
ji.
They proposed analytical expression for material strength
and the degree of non-coaxiality in terms of the evolution
of the fabric tensor Cvij characterizing structure anisotropy
and the force tensor Gfji characterizing the anisotropy of
particle interactions [37].
3.2.2 Strength anisotropy
Particle-scale information from DEM showed that when
material approaches the peak stress ratio, the direction of the
force anisotropy and fabric anisotropy is generally coaxial
with loading direction. Therefore, the magnitude of peak
stress ratio is determined by the magnitudes of force aniso-
tropy and fabric anisotropy. It has been shown that as the
loading directions change from a = 0 to 60, the force
anisotropy and fabric anisotropy decrease, leading to
decreasing value of stress ratio. Upon further increase of a to
90, the fabric anisotropy decreases continuously, while the
force anisotropy increases, resulting in a slight increase in the
stress ratio. This explains the variation of the peak strength
over loading directions observed in DEM studies, which is
also in qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
3.2.3 Deformation non-coaxiality
Based on the SFF relationship, Li and Yu [38] reported that
non-coaxiality was quantitatively dependent on the relative
direction, as well as the relative magnitude of the fabric
anisotropy (Fig. 9a) and the contact force anisotropy
(Fig. 9b). As the direction of force anisotropy is almost
coaxial with the loading direction during shearing, non-
coaxiality is the result of the principal directions of fabric
anisotropy deviating from the loading direction. Micro-
scopically, it was found that for simulation with loading
direction parallel to the deposition direction (a = 90), the
principal direction of fabric anisotropy was coincident with
loading direction throughout the shearing. In the test with
loading direction perpendicular to the preloading direction
(a = 0), the principal directions of fabric anisotropy
quickly approached to the loading direction at the initial
stage of shearing. Hence, the material behaves almost
coaxially when the samples are loaded in the direction of
major principal stress parallel or perpendicular to the
Fig. 9 Principal directions of: a fabric anisotropy and b contact force
anisotropy during monotonic shear in the initially anisotropic sample
[after 36]
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deposition direction. However, for simulations with load-
ing direction fixed at a = 75, 60, 45, 30 and 15,
shown in Fig. 9a, the principal directions of fabric aniso-
tropy gradually rotated in such a manner that they finally
point in the loading direction at large strain levels Thus, it
can be observed that the non-coaxiality degree decreases
with increasing stress ratio and the granular material is
nearly coaxial close to failure. As for the presheared
specimens, the magnitude of fabric anisotropy was found to
be larger than the initially anisotropic sample prepared by
deposition. Accordingly, more significant deformation non-
coaxiality was observed. Therefore, DEM simulations
reported by Li and Yu [38] give a plausible explanation for
the observations on Leighton Buzzard sand, shown in
Fig. 8.
3.3 Effects of material density and particle shape
It is well known that void ratio is one of the most important
parameters controlling the mechanical response of soils. The
investigation of the effects of material density on the ani-
sotropic behaviour of granular materials was carried out by
comparing test results on dense sand (LBD) and medium
dense sand (LBM). Glass beads have long been used to
study anisotropic behaviour of ‘idealized’ granular materials
[e.g. 23, 28, 29]. Their relatively simple geometry and
uniform particle size distribution allowed the influence of
particle shape to be examined independently. On the other
hand, the application of glass beads in laboratory test pro-
vides comparable data for numerical as well as constitutive
modelling of granular materials. Therefore, experiments on
glass beads (GBD) were also performed in this study, and
the results were compared with those of sand (LBD).
Figure 10 presents the comparison of the stress–strain
curves obtained for dense sand and medium dense sand at
three representative loading directions (a = 0, 30 and
90). For a comparison purpose, the results from medium
dense sand are plotted as solid lines, while the corresponding
results of dense sand are shown as dashed lines. It can be
observed from Fig. 10 that regardless of the loading direc-
tion, the medium dense sand tends to exhibit lower shear
strength and more contractive volumetric strain than those of
the dense sand. Moreover, larger deviatoric strain was
required for the medium dense sand to reach the peak state.
The comparison of the results obtained from dense sand
and glass beads is shown in Fig. 11 with solid lines rep-
resenting glass beads and dashed lines representing dense
sand. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the glass beads tend
to have lower shear strength and larger volume com-
pressibility, even though the beads have higher relative
density than that of the sand (glass beads: 90 %; dense
sand: 76 %). It is also obvious from Fig. 11 that spherical
glass beads exhibit more severe fluctuations in its stress–
strain curves than angular sand [also known as stick–slip
phenomenon, 18]. As indicated by Oda and Iwashita [45],
there are two forms of inherent anisotropy from the
microfabric point of view: (a) by preferred orientation of
non-spherical particles and (b) by preferred orientation of
unit vectors normal to contact surfaces. Therefore, the
anisotropic stress–strain response observed in case of
spherical glass beads was mainly caused by the anisotropic
distribution of contact normally formed during deposition
process.
A comparison of the peak stress ratios obtained at dif-
ferent loading directions from test series LBD, LBM and
GBD is shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed that the
general trend of the variation of peak stress ratios with
increasing values of a is similar for the three series of tests.
However, the results obtained from the tests on dense sand
and medium dense sand show that the maximum difference
Fig. 10 Comparison of the stress–strain curves obtained at different
loading directions between dense sand and medium dense sand
Fig. 11 Comparison of the stress–strain curves obtained at different
loading directions between dense sand and dense glass beads
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between the peak stress ratios obtained from both series is
only 0.06 and it was obtained at a = 0, even though the
difference between the relative densities of the two samples
is about 33 %. The difference between results obtained
from dense sand and glass beads was more significant. As
shown in Fig. 12, a large reduction in the material strength
was observed when the angular sand was changed to the
spherical glass beads even though the relative density of
the glass beads was 14 % higher than the dense sand.
Figure 13 shows the comparison of the calculated strain
increment directions obtained at different loading direc-
tions from test series LBD, LBM and GBD. It can be seen
that the magnitudes of the directions of strain increments
were very similar at each loading direction for dense sand
and medium dense sand. Therefore, the experimental
results suggest that the effect of relative density on the non-
coaxial behaviour of sand in monotonic shear is not sig-
nificant. As indicated in Fig. 13, despite the slightly
smaller degree of non-coaxiality in glass beads, the margin
by which the non-coaxiality of dense sand exceeded that of
the glass beads was limited to 3. Hence, the effect of
particle shape on the non-coaxial behaviour of sand in
monotonic shear is also not significant.
3.4 Effects of principal stress direction
and intermediate principal stress
As the most of field problems in geotechnical engineering
are three dimensional, a soil is more likely to be subjected
to an anisotropic stress state (r1 = r2 = r3), together
with a rotation of the principal axes. Experimental inves-
tigation on the effects of intermediate principal stress on
soil behaviour has been an interesting topic in the last
couple of decades [e.g. 27, 30, 44, 54, 57]. However, to the
authors’ knowledge, there is very limited data obtained
from drained HCA test with various combinations of
principal stress direction a and intermediate principal stress
parameter b. Therefore, the combined effects of a and b on
the behaviour of granular materials under drained mono-
tonic shearing were investigated in the present study.
3.4.1 Stress–strain behaviour
The stress–strain behaviour at different major principal
stress directions for test series LBD-B00, LBD-B02, LBD
and LBD-B10 are presented in Fig. 14. In general, irre-
spective of loading directions, the highest peak stress ratio
was obtained when b = 0 and a significant decrease in
material strength was observed with increasing values of
b. The volumetric response also shows a consistent pattern.
The volumetric compressibility of the specimens increases
with increasing b-value.
For the tests with the major principal stress direction
a = 0, 15 and 30, shown in Fig. 14a–c, at different
loading directions the curves also show a clear decreasing
strength from b = 0 to b = 1. For test with b = 1.0,
specimens failed quickly with a sharp drop in the stress–
strain curve after the peak was reached. Comparing the
volume change, all the samples tested at a = 0, 15 and
30 show predominantly dilatant response. For tests with
b = 0, 0.2 and 0.5, there is no tendency for contraction.
The specimens were dilating throughout the tests, as shown
in Figs. 14a–c. However, for tests with b = 1.0, volumetric
response became dilatant after the initial contraction and
with further shearing, associated with strain softening. It
can be seen from Fig. 14d–f that typical trend indicated in
the tests with a = 0, 15 and 30 can also be observed in
the tests with a = 60, 75 and 90, that is, the shear
Fig. 12 Comparison of the peak stress ratio obtained at different
loading directions between dense sand, medium dense sand and glass
beads
Fig. 13 Comparison of the strain increment directions obtained at
different loading directions between dense sand, medium dense sand
and glass beads
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strength of sand reduces and the volumetric compressibility
increases with increasing values of b. It is interesting to see
that unlike in the tests with a = 0, 15 and 30, apparent
tendency for initial contraction was observed for all the
tests with a = 60, 75 and 90.
3.4.2 Strength anisotropy and deformation non-coaxiality
Different peak stress ratios measured at different principal
stress directions for tests with different b-values are plotted
in Fig. 15a. It can be seen that for the same loading
direction, the value of the peak stress ratio reduced with
increasing b-value. As the major principal stress direction
deviates from the vertical, the peak stress ratios obtained at
different b-values followed similar trend. That is, the stress
ratio continued decreasing when the loading direction
rotated further towards the vertical direction and a slight
recovery of the specimen strength is observed at a = 90.
As shown in Fig. 15b, the variation trend of the peak
friction angle measured at different principal stress direc-
tions for test with different b-values is similar. As b-value
changed from 0 to 0.5, the strength increases and there is a
Fig. 14 Stress–strain behaviour at: a a = 0; b a = 15; c a = 30; d a = 60; e a = 75; f a = 90 for tests with b = 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0
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drop in strength as b further increases from 0.5 to 1.0.
However, as indicated in the figure, the peak friction angles
obtained at b = 1.0 gradually shifted down with the
increasing value of a. For a = 0, 15, 30 and 60, the
lowest strength is reached at b = 0, whereas for a = 75
and 90, it is obtained at b = 1.0. Above observations
clearly show that both the inherent anisotropy and the
intermediate principal stress may have a profound influ-
ence on the behaviour of sand with anisotropic fabric.
Neglecting the effects of the soil anisotropy in the inves-
tigation of intermediate principal stress may result in
inadequate interpretation of test results.
The principal strain increments calculated from test
series LBD-B00, LBD-B02, LBD and LBD-B10 at
a = 15, 30, 60 and 75 are compared in Fig. 16. It can
be seen that there is noticeable influence of the b-value on
the non-coaxiality of sand. In general, at a = 15, 30 and
60, the lower the b-value, the higher the degree of non-
coaxiality. Tests with b = 0 show a comparatively larger
deviations between the major directions of stress and strain
increment than other three test series. The largest devia-
tions between the two directions occurred in the test with
b = 0 at a = 15, reaching about 20. However, at
a = 75, all the specimens behave almost coaxially
throughout the tests.
Numerical studies based on 3D DEM have also evolved
to investigate the effects of intermediate principal stress on
the behaviour of initially isotropic granular materials [e.g.
5, 65, 66]. However, the effect of inherent anisotropy was
not considered in these simulations. The combined effects
of loading direction and intermediate principal stress on the
behaviour of granular materials in generalized three-di-
mensional stress state remain unaddressed. Hence, the
fundamental relationship between the macro- and micro-
scale responses of granular materials under generalized
stress conditions is not well understood.
3.5 Shear banding
After each test, the specimen was held under vacuum in
order to record any shear bands that had developed during
shearing. Figure 17 presents different shear band patterns
and inclination angles at different loading directions
obtained from test series LBD. As shown in the figure, the
angle of shear band inclination is measured from the ver-
tical direction (centre line on the front surface of the
specimen) to the direction of shear band plane on the front
of the specimen.
It can be seen from Fig. 17 that bulging was observed
for specimens tested with a = 0, 15 and 30, and necking
was observed for specimens tested with a = 60, 75 and
90. Crossed shear bands were produced at a = 0 and 90,
and the intersections of the shear bands were mainly
Fig. 15 a Peak stress ratio versus major principal stress direction for
test with different b-values; b peak friction angle versus b-value for
test at different major principal stress direction
Fig. 16 Comparison of strain increment directions for tests with
b = 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 at: a = 15, 30, 60 and 75
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concentrated in the middle part of the specimen. For
a = 15, several parallel spiral shear bands were wrapped
around the body of the specimen with almost equal dis-
tance between each other. For a = 30 and 75, single spiral
shear bands were developed. However, for a = 60,
specimen was twisted at the interface between the base
pedestal and the specimen ends.
Based on force equilibrium, Coulomb’s theory [11]
states that failure occurs at the point of maximum obliq-
uity, and the inclination of shear bands therefore coincides
with the inclination of planes on which the ratio of shear to
normal stress reaches its maximum value (mobilized
plane). In this case, the angle hr between the shear band
orientation and the direction of major principal strain
increment can be expressed as:
hr ¼ 45  u=2 ð3Þ
where u is the friction angle.
By taking the magnitude of effective major and minor
principal stresses at the peak stress state, the value of u at
Fig. 17 Shear bands developed in dense sand specimens at different loading directions
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different loading directions was calculated and the value of
the angle hr could therefore be obtained. The actual shear
band inclinations obtained in the experiments (asb) are
compared with the theoretical predictions (hr) in Table 3.
For the sake of comparison, the experimental shear band
inclinations asb and theoretical predictions hr (mobilized
plane I and II) are sketched in Fig. 18. It can be seen that at
a = 0 and 90 crossed shear bands were developed
asymmetrically about the vertical direction, and they mat-
ched well with the two mobilized planes predicted by
Coulomb’s theory. However, in the tests with a = 15, 30,
60 and 75, the shear bands were developed in just one
direction, which is inconsistent with theoretical predic-
tions. From the microscopic point of view, Miura et al. [41]
pointed that the interlocking between elongated sand par-
ticles with their long axes laid horizontally has the weakest
resistance to shear stress on the bedding plane. Conse-
quently, the specimen deforms most easily when the
mobilized plane coincides with the bedding plane. By
taking this anisotropic behaviour into consideration, it can
be seen from Fig. 18 that for a = 15, 30, 60 and 75
mobilized plane II is closer to the bedding plane than
mobilized plane I. This means that the lowest shear resis-
tance and largest sliding displacement will occur more
likely on mobilized plane II rather than on mobilized plane
I. The inclinations of shear bands measured in this study at
different loading directions confirm Miura’s theory.
4 Conclusions
This paper presents an experimental investigation revisit-
ing anisotropic stress–strain–strength behaviour of geo-
materials in drained monotonic shear using hollow cylinder
apparatus. The test programme has been designed to cover
the effect of material anisotropy, preshearing, material
Table 3 Comparison of experimental shear band inclinations with theoretical predictions
a () 0 15 30 60 75 90
asb () -27, 27 crossed 44 parallel 56 single 90 single 100 single 67, 113 crossed
hr () -21 (I) -8 (I) -7 (I) 33 (I) 49 (I) 64 (I)
21 (II) 38 (II) 53 (II) 87 (II) 101 (II) 116 (II)
asb actual shear band inclinations measured in the experiments, hr theoretical predicted shear band inclinations
Fig. 18 Comparison of experimental shear band inclinations with theoretical predictions
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density and intermediate principal stress on the behaviour
of Leighton Buzzard sand. Experiments have also been
performed on glass beads to understand the effect of par-
ticle shape. Visual inspection of shear band formed at the
end of testing has been presented. An attempt has also been
made to explain the phenomenological observations of
strength anisotropy and deformation non-coaxiality based
on the recently acquired understanding in micromechanics.
The major findings and conclusions can be summarized as
follows:
• The effect of anisotropy produced during sample
preparation is apparent in both deviatoric strain and
volumetric strain responses of sand. Sand specimens
subjected to preshearing to the peak stress were found
to be softer and contracted more in the subsequent
responses. For a given loading direction, the peak shear
strength is relatively unaffected by preloading to the
peak stress. However, the preshearing history does have
a significant effect on the non-coaxiality of sand
specimens. The change of void ratio imposed by
drained preshearing cannot be used to explain the
difference in the mechanical behaviours of the non-
presheared and presheared specimens. Therefore, it can
be hypothesized that the peak effective stress ratio
imposed during drained preshearing alters the beha-
viour of subsequent loading via another role, more
likely changing the soil fabric as a result of stress-
induced anisotropy. This hypothesis is consistent with
previous investigations carried out under axisymmetric
conditions [e.g. 8, 13–17, 20].
• It was also found that lower relative density and
rounder particle shape of the assembly of granular
materials tend to produce softer response, severer initial
contraction and lower shear strength in monotonic
shear. However, the effects of the particle shape and
relative density on the non-coaxial behaviour of
granular materials under monotonic shear were found
to be less significant.
• Both, the loading direction and intermediate principal
stress, have significant effects on the stress–strain
behaviour of anisotropic sand under drained monotonic
shear. For the same loading direction with constant a
values, the shear strength of sand reduces and the
volumetric compressibility increases with increasing
values of b. The sand exhibits its highest peak friction
angle at b = 0.5 and a = 0 and the lowest at b = 1.0
and a = 75. The influence of b-value on the non-
coaxial behaviour of sand under monotonic shear is
also evident. The lower the b-value, the higher the
degree of non-coaxiality is induced.
• The initial anisotropy produced during sample prepa-
ration has pronounced effects on the formation of shear
band in monotonic shear test. Different shear band
patterns and inclination angles were observed from
specimens with different loading directions. The
obtained shear band inclinations were compared with
theoretical predictions by Coulomb’s theory. It was
found that the inclinations of the shear bands at
different loading directions can be predicted well by
taking account of the relative direction of the mobilized
planes to the bedding plane.
• The phenomenological observations of strength
anisotropy and deformation non-coaxiality were
explained by recently acquired micromechanical
theories. Based on the established stress–force–fabric
relationship, the strength anisotropy of granular
materials was mainly due to the differences in the
variation of the degrees of fabric anisotropy and force
anisotropy at different loading directions. The degree
of non-coaxiality was dependent on the relative
direction, as well as the relative magnitude of the
fabric anisotropy and the contact force anisotropy. As
in monotonic shearing, the direction of force
anisotropy is coaxial with the loading direction.
Hence, the deformation non-coaxiality is the result of
the principal directions of fabric anisotropy being
deviated from the loading direction.
• Finally, it should be pointed out that anisotropic
behaviour of Leighton Buzzard sand observed in
HCA testing is more complex than that observed in
conventional triaxial testing. Further study is still
required to improve understanding of anisotropic
behaviour of granular soils under generalized stress
conditions.
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